Abstract-Optimization problem relates to finding the best solution from all feasible solutions. Over the last 30 years, many meta-heuristic algorithms have been developed in the literature including that of Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Harmony Search Algorithm (HS) to name a few. In order to help engineers make a sound decision on the selection amongst the best meta-heuristic algorithms for the problem at hand, there is a need to assess the performance of each algorithm against common case studies. Owing to the fact that they are new and much of their relative performance are still unknown (as compared to other established meta-heuristic algorithms), Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFO) and Bat Algorithm (BA) have been adopted for comparison using the 12 selected benchmark functions. In order to ensure fair comparison, both BFO and BA are implemented using the same data structure and the same language and running in the same platform (i.e. Microsoft Visual C# with .Net Framework 4.5). We found that BFO gives more accurate solution as compared to BA (with the same number of iterations). However, BA exhibits faster convergence rate.
INTRODUCTION
Solving optimization problem using population based metaheuristics algorithm has been investigated for over a few decades. As the optimization problems become more and more complex (e.g. with multi-objectives requirements), existing meta-heuristics algorithms appear not scaling well as there is no one size fit all solutions to all problems. Here, identification of new meta-heuristics algorithm is most welcome [1] .
In order to help engineers make a sound decision on the selection amongst the best meta-heuristic algorithms for the problem at hand, there is a need to assess the performance of each algorithm against common case studies. Owing to the fact that they are new and much of their performance is still unknown (as compared to other established meta-heuristic algorithms), Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFO) [2] and Bat Algorithm (BA) [3] have been adopted for benchmark comparison using the 12 selected benchmark functions. In order to ensure fair comparison, both BFO and BA are implemented using the same data structure and the same language and running in the same platform (i.e. Microsoft Visual C# with .Net Framework 4.5). Here, our aim for making this comparison is to select the suitable meta-heuristic algorithm for solving the t-way test data generation problem.
We have developed two GUI application implementing BA and BFO algorithm called BAapp and BFOapp respectively. Here, the developed applications are based on the original pseudo code by Yang 2010 [3] and Passino 2002 [2] without any modifications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews BA and the experiment implementation of it application BAapp. Section 3 briefly reviews BFO and the experiment implementation of it application BFOapp. Section 4 elaborates on the results of the experiments. Section 5 provides concluding remarks and our plan for further work.
II. BAT ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Bat Algorithm (BA)
Bat algorithm (BA) is ta new population based metaheuristic algorithm founded on the hunting behavior of Microbats. The algorithm has been built on the assumption that the bat is able to find its prey in complete darkness [4] . The bat position represents a possible solution of the problem. The best position of a bat to its prey indicates the quality of the solution. Here, obstacles are avoided using echolocation. In such a case, different frequencies are returned [4, 5] . Generally, the BA has three main assumptions [3, 6] :
• All bats are using echolocation to intelligently calculate distance. They know the difference between food/prey and the surrounding environment background in magical way.
• Bats are flying randomly using velocity v i at position x i . They automatically adjust emitted pulses and adjust the rate of pulse emission r ∈ [0, 1], of their echolocation frequency.
• Although the loudness could be different in several ways, Here, it is assumed that the loudness change from a large (positive) A 0 to a minimum value A min .
The pseudo code of the Bat algorithm can be seen in Fig. 1 .
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The pseudo code of the Bat algorithm Bat algorithm application screenshots
The Main class consists of several meth as shown in Fig. 3 . The attributes in the main according to the representation in Yang [3] operation initializes the population of bats type bats array (i.e. by calling the constructor class). The optimize method controls all the for the bat algorithm. Upon initialization, actual iterates from step5 to step 5 (refer to p 1). getPosition is the method used to return best position of the best fitness. As the na method getFitness is in charge of calcu functions. The other methods described in th auxiliary purposes (i.e. to display the resul readable). rent population the best solution t best rding to [7] .
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III. BACTERIAL FORAGING OPTIMIZATI IMPLEMENTATION
A. Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm by the intelligence social behaviors of Specifically, it is based on bacteria swarm behaviors. There are five main steps: chem reproduction, elimination and dispersal [8, 9 be seen in the pseudo code of BFO at Fig. 4 
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B. BFOapp Application Implem
We have created three cla and Bacterium.cs ICompa implementing of BFOapp. Bacterial foraging optimiz
The Main class consists of (see Fig. 6 ). The attribute i according to the representatio operation initializes the colony Bacterium array by calling the The optimize controls all the ex foraging optimization (from ste getPosition method returns the best fitness. The method ge calculation of the fitness functi The other methods described i purposes (i.e. to display the resu The main aim for the Colo attributes for the bacterial forag through an interface object [2] . initialColony y of bacteria as object of type constructor in the colony class. xecution process for the bacterial ep [2] to step [8] in Fig. 4) . The index of the best position of the etCost is in charge with the ion for each Bacterium position. in the main class have auxiliary ult and make them readable).
ony class is to initialize all the ging optimization algorithm (i.e. Here, the constructor initializes a class Bacterium for all defined e main bacteria object is of type s four attributes; position array, ue and Health value. Each row ct. This interface reduces the number of the variables, which are n implementation.
The cost value for each Bacterium ob based on the problem domain selected in th the first generation position of the colony lo the problem range. The health value and is ca equation [6] . ard benchmark functions in [11] minutions for all the benchmark nutions of the selected standard een chosen carefully from the survey described in [11] . In this t solution for each function. We andard deviation for the 30 runs ce). At a glance, the iterations for both BTapp and BFOapp appear different which may nullify the comparison. A counter argument suggests otherwise. Although there are parameter differences, the number of minimum iteration for both algorithms are the same. As for the Bat algorithm has two control loop the other loop is for the local search (see Fig. 1 ), the minimum iteration for BA = 1000 generation * 40 bats = 40000 iterations. Concerning BFO algorithm has four control loop (see Fig. 4 ), the minimum iteration for BFO = 100 chemotactic step * 4 reproduction step * 2 dispersal steps * 50 colony size = 40000 iterations.
In our experiments, we found that BFO gives more accurate solution as compared to BA. The result is expected as BFO also performs local search when the results is not converging well resulting in to significant increase in execution time. Expectedly, BA yield faster convergence to solution. (see Table 1 and Table 2 ).
Our contention is to use an optimal and fast algorithm for our t-way data test generation strategy. For this reason, we have opted for the Bat algorithm for our work [12] [13] [14] [15] . As the scope of future work, we are currently modeling and implementing our t-way strategy using the Bat algorithm.
